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To gear up for that future, Mattear advocates develop-
ing stricter standards for aspiring clinicians to enter school, 
increasing the proficiency of those who succeed in completing 
their education rather than flooding the market with an over-
abundance of possibly underqualified COs, CPs, and CPOs.

“In theory,” Mattear says, “if it’s harder to get the education, it 
creates greater value for the finished product.”

As a member of the ABC technicians’ certification commit-
tee, Mattear reveals that tech exams will be changing in the 
very near future, affording more technicians the opportunity 
to become ABC certified—a credential that should be pursued 
much more avidly than it is at present.

“We’re worried about why 70 percent or greater of the prac-
ticing technicians around the country are not seeking certifi-
cation,” he comments. “If making examination opportunities 
more accessible to those technicians already practicing does 
not encourage them to take steps to become a part of ABC, 
what value is it?”

The answer, of course, is that there is tremendous value to 
becoming an ABC-certified technician—Mattear’s question is 
simply, “What’s holding them back?”

By pursuing excellence—or what the industry regards as a 
measure of excellence in that field—the technician not only 
achieves acclaim and recognition but increases his or her own 
confidence and self-worth, Mattear notes. Although many 

veteran “bench jockeys” never really felt the need to be ABC 
certified, he says that the new wave of technician graduates are 
recognizing the value of accreditation and pursuing that goal.

Mattear also predicts that technicians’ everyday work will 
be significantly different in five years, and drastically differ-
ent within ten. “With the rising costs of petroleum-based 
products, thermoplastics, and resins, and the emphasis on the 
green factor, we all need to be vigilant. Unfortunately, many 
companies are realizing that a green label provides a license 
to increase the price.

“Smaller, boutique-style outsourcing centers are going to 
find themselves in a pinch, while larger outsourcing centers 
will find opportunities through growth and perhaps mergers 
with the smaller companies, offering both the mutual benefit 
of increased buying power…. We’re going to see a total shift in 
materials management and also a drastic difference in the way 
prosthetics are fabricated in order to serve patients who want 
results quickly. There will soon come a time when we’ll see a 
healed amputee who’s ready for a prosthesis clock out within a 
day or two, as is already happening in Europe…. It’s all about 
education and staying ahead of a very fast-paced game.”

Tools for Success
Tony Wickman, CTPO, Freedom Fabrication, 
Havana, Florida, has been a leader in under-
standing and refining the role of the technician 
and spearheaded the transition from techni-
cian registration to certification. However, for 
this article, he emphasizes the material funda-

mentals of efficient, economical fabrication—the technicians’ 
physical tools.

“In this industry, people see tools as an expense; they almost 
never see a tool as an investment, which is just nuts,” he says. “In 
every other industry I’ve ever been involved with, your tools are 
just everything—invest in good tools and you’ll get the return on 
your investment.”

Wickman notes that it seems to be characteristic of O&P tech-
nicians in particular to prefer to make their own versions of tools 
they see—and to seldom create tools as successful as the original 
model, for various reasons. What drives otherwise sane people to 
saddle themselves with such self-imposed handicaps? It’s not that 
the tools are exorbitantly priced, he believes.

“I think one common trait among technicians is that we like 
to freehand, to ‘commonsense engineer’ things. We love think-
ing on the fly, making something that wasn’t in the box when we 
came to work. Everybody wants to try to make a better, faster, 
cheaper widget—it’s a part of our job that we love to do. But 
sometimes you just have to let it go—just order it and be done 
with it.”

One of the most essential tools required is a quality oven. 
“That’s a huge one,” Wickman says. “They’re expensive, and peo-
ple will try to avoid buying a quality oven for a long time.”

Another necessary item is a Trautman router. “There are 
many different models, most of them less costly than the orig-
inal Trautman, and many have been made by their owners 
—which are usually junk!”
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Fabrication tips and tricks

continued on page 40
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